
IMX v2420/X1v VOD Edge Node Server

n Telcos - Allows telcos to start IPTV
services instantly over the IP network they
currently own without any expensive
network upgrades. Allows telcos to
generate additional revenue by offering
voice, data, and video “triple play” services
to existing customers.

nCLEC IPTV - CLECs can start IPTV
services over the existing broadband IP
network they already own without
expensive upgrades.

nDistance Learning - Teachers can offer
students live video learning or on-demand
educational videos.

n Ethnic Content - Foreign-born nationals
can watch movies and news on-demand
from their countries anywhere right over
the Internet.

nCampus Entertainment - Students on
campus can view taped lectures, movies,
and sporting events over the campus IP
network.

nMulti-Site Corporate Training -
Corporations can provide high quality
video training to customers and employees
over their existing broadband IP network.

nHospitality - Hotels can offer HD IPTV
to guests over their in-room TVs. IPTV
servers allow visitors to access a huge
library of videos.

nMulti Dwelling - Apartment complexes
can offer HD VOD and VOD IPTV services
to all the renters.

n Localized Content - Local service
providers can offer local events
on-demand to subscribers over the
Internet. Events such as local town hall
meetings, high school football games, and
basketball games can now be available
over the Internet live or on-demand.

HD VOD Streaming Over the Internet

Watch SD and HD Videos On-Demand Without QoS

The IMX v2420/X1v VOD edge node server is designed to take pre-encoded VOD videos and convert them to
MatrixCast IP streams that can be streamed over the Internet. With the revolutionary MatrixCast streaming technology,
all IPTV service providers can now offer DVD and HD quality videos streamed directly to TVs and PCs without owning
expensive broadband networks with QoS (Quality of Service). The patent-pending MatrixCast streaming protocol is far
superior to the limited Web-based streaming protocals currently available on the Internet. Viewers will not have to
endure poor quality videos tiny viewing screens. Instead, viewers can now view high-quality VOD videos in full screen
by using MatrixStream’s IP set top box, PC player, Android player, and IOS player.

Support SD and HD Streaming Over the Internet

Each IMX v2420/X1v can support up to 1,000 (IMX v2420) / 10,000 (IMX X1v) concurrent video streams. The following
table is a summary of number of simultaneous streams supported on each IMX v2420/X1v based on the different
bitrates:

- up to a maximum 1000* (IMX v2420) / 10,000* (IMX X1v) SD/EDTV streams @500 kbps
- up to 250* (IMX v2420) / 2,500* (IMX X1v) 720p HDTV streams @ 2 mbps
- up to 200* (IMX v2420) / 2,000* (IMX X1v) 1080i HDTV streams @ 2.5 mbps
- up to 142* (IMX v2420) / 1,420* (IMX X1v) 1080p HDTV streams @ 3.5 mbps

*Based on a viewing ratio of 10:1, the maximum number of viewers supported per server is 10 times the maximum
number of concurrent streams. At an average stream size of 500 kbps, each server can potentially serve up to 10,000
viewers.

Generate Additional Revenue with MatrixCloud IPTV Solution

The IMX v2420/X1v VOD streaming server is a critical part of MatrixCloud IPTV solution. IPTV operators can now
deploy a complete HD Video-On-Demand (VOD) solution on their existing broadband networks without QoS. Unlike
other IPTV solutions, this means operators won’t have to spend millions on expensive equipment tp upgrade their
networks just to support higher bandwidth and QoS. Ultimately, it means operators can generate additional revenue
based on the networks they already own. Additionally, the MatrixCloud solution allows operators to offer IPTV services
to other providers based on SaaS (Software as a Service); this means other providers can sign up and offer their own
IPTV services with minimal upfront cost.

Full Home Theater Experience Over the Internet

The IMX v2420/X1v supports SD/HD video streaming and AC 3/AAC multichannel 5.1 digital sound over the Internet.
This provides a far superior user experience than typical IP-based videos where only two-channel sound is supported.
This means users can have the full home theater experience similar to what they can get with a DVD or a Blue Ray
player over the Internet.

Carrier-Class N+1 Cluster Redundancy and Expandability

The IMX v2420/X1v supports N+1 clustering for redundancy and expandability. In order to double the maximum
number of users supported, operators can simply add another IMX v2420/X1v edge node server. Each IMX v2420/X1v
can be configured with a backup server in case of failure. The X1v server also comes with dual power supplies for extra
redundancy.

Easy to Deploy with Full Security

The MatrixCast IPTV streaming solution is easy to deploy over an existing broadband IP network. The MatrixCast
streaming protocol is firewall and NAT friendly. At the same time, the IMX MatrixCast streaming solution comes with full
conditional access security and built-in MatrixCrypt encryption protocol to protect video streams. With additional
integration, the MatrixCast streaming system is capable of supporting 3rd party DRM (Digital Rights Management)
systems. In addition, all the video clients supported by the MatrixCast IPTV system are native clients that are optimized
and secure. This is especially important to premium content providers where security is one of the top priorities. Unlike
typical Web-based video solutions where security is severely lacking, the MatrixCrypt solution is truly secure
end-to-end.
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